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SECTION - A

Answer all questions; each carries I mark.

1. State the superposition principle.

2. What are coherent sources?

3. Deflne bandwidth.

4. What is Rayleigh's criterion for resolution?

5. State and explain grating law.

6 State Brewster's law.

7. What is the principle of optical fibre?

L What is meant by population inversion?
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Give an example for posrtlve and negative cryslais.

Wfl te Cauci'ry's dispersion fofi nula.

{10x1=10Marks}

SECTION - B

swer any eight; each carries 2 marks.

Define temporal and spatia! coherence

What are the conditions of obtainii"rg constructive and dest!'uctive intederence?

Explain the phenomenon of color of thrn filrns.

Hovr will you determrne the refracti!,e rndex of a liquid using NeMon's rings?

Hcw u,iii you test the opticai flatness of a giass?

\ /i"iie two applications of Michelson interferonreter.

What arc Freslrei's haif period zones? Why are they called so?

Distingulsh between e-rays and o-rays.

Explain l'row circuia[ly polarised lighi carT be produced.

i Jhat is dorrble refraclron?

What rs a quartsr wave plate? \r/hat is its use?

Give two characteristics of LASER bea.m.

Which are the components of a LASER?

Discuss the advantages of fibre opiic communication system.

\r'lnat is nuflerical aperture of an optical fibre?

what is the difference behveen a step index flbre and graded index fibre.

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)
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s:ri l icli -- L:

s.r,'er any six: each carries 4 m3lks.

the overail separatian of i C ftinges L-\n a screen 200 cl.lr avray is 2 cm firo the slii
seParati0nl)

-: A soap fiirn 5 x 10'5 cm thick is viewed at an anglc of 35'ic the normal. Find the
wavelengih of light in the visible spectrum, which will be absent from the reflected
irght, 1: = 1.33.

:! The diametei' cf the nth ring changes f,'orn '1 .2 cn] to 1.C4 cm whei'l tne airspace
between the iens and the plate is replaced by a iiquid. Find refractive index of the
liquid

ii lf the grating element is 2. , 1C 'cm Hcw many ordea cf spectrum are poss,ble
for a light of wavelength 550 nrn?

., r What is the radius cf sixth zone in a zcne plate of focai lenEih 10 cm, for a iight o1

ivavelength 6000 A".

32. A piane transmission grating has 14000 lines to an inch for a iength of 6 inches.
lf the wavelength regicn is 5 x 10 e cm, find the resclving polver o{ the grating in
the first order anC the smallest wavelength difference that can be resolved?

33. Calcuiate the thlckness of ice capable of inverting a circularly poiarised light.

.r./" = 1.309, pe= 1 .3'13, \r/avelength of lighl = 590 nm.

34. When sunlight is incident on water surface at a glancing angle of 37", the
reflected light is found to be completely plane polarised. Determine the refractive
index ot water and angle of refraction.

35. The polarizer and the analyser are crossed. Through what angie should the
analyser be rotate so that 25% of the light passes through the analyser?

36. Derive the relation between Einslein's coefficients.

37. The energy level difference between two laser level is 0.21eV. Determine the
wavelength of radialion.

38. Calculate the numericai aperture and acceptance angle of a fibre having core
refractive index = 1.55 and cladding refractive index = 1.50.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECIION - D

Answer any two; each cai"ries 15 marks.

39 Explain the formation of NeMon's rings. How can these be used to determine the
waveiength of monochromatic lignt?

4{i Describe Micheisons interferometer. How will you determtne the wavelength of
rnonochromatic Iight with the help of Michelsons interferometer.

41. Oiscuss in detail Fraunhofer diffraction due to a singie slit. Derive an expression
for the vridth of central maximum.

42 Exlliain double refraction. Explain the working of Nicol prism Give Huygens
lh"ory of doubie refraciion.

4-1 Explain with iheory the ploduction of circulariy and eliiptrcally polarised light
waves.

.i4. Explain the principle. construclicn and workrng ct a He-Ne laser.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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